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- Video Tips

- Camtasia Demo
Video Tips

• Script
  ▪ Start writing early!
  ▪ Ask your clients for input

• Ideas
  ▪ Think about the problem your system addresses
  ▪ Focus on the important/interesting aspects, not minor details such as the login screen
Video Tips

• Filming
  ▪ Record many takes!
  ▪ Have more content than you need

• Audio
  ▪ Record many takes!
  ▪ Pause between phrases
Schedule

- **Video Tips**

- **Camtasia Demo**
Links

• Camtasia Basics:

• AZ Screen Recorder (Android):
Separate Audio and Video

(1) Right click on video track

(2) Separate
Export Frame

(1) Move cursor to correct frame on timeline

(2) Share -> Export Frame As...
Slowdown/Speedup

1. Visual Effects
2. Drag “Clip Speed” to item on timeline
3. Adjust properties
Blur

1. Annotations
2. Drag to canvas
3. Adjust size/shape
4. Adjust properties
Custom Animation

(1) Animations

(3) Drag to item on timeline

(3) Set properties at beginning

(4) Set properties at end
Zoom

(1) Animations

(2) Drag to item on timeline

(3) Set properties at beginning

(4) Set properties at end

(5) Use scale and position properties
Highlight

(1) Visual Effects

(2) Drag mask to canvas

(3) Adjust size/shape

(4) Adjust properties
Overlay

(1) Add new video on top of background

(2) Drag Device Frame to item on canvas

(3) Change type